
WHY WE NEED COUNSELORS
Counseling faculty are such an asset to our students but can also be
an asset to Instructional faculty at Miramar. Counseling faculty
understand how the courses connect, why they connect and be able
to understand the various sequences students can take as well as
why students get stuck.

WHY WE NEED FACULTY
Faculty are the experts in their discipline. Often, they can see the
connection between classes due to the particulars, the intricacies
of what is taught in a class. This inside knowledge of connections
can help ensure students stay on the path- or continue to succeed

WHY COUNSELORS ARE PAID .4 OF AN ESU

Your knowledge is valuable as is your time. We know that much of
what will happen is counselors sharing the purpose of sequences,
the various sequences, the nuances per say. This requires
preparation for the discipline. 
.2 ESU is for the prep time beforehand and any clean-up work that
may need to be done after the meeting.
.2 ESU is for the meeting. Though if you are on schedule, we cannot
pay you for the .2 ESU since that would be double dipping. So those
of you who have expressed that you are off schedule that day, that is
actually a good thing- since then we can pay you the entire .4 ESU.

WHY FACULTY ARE PAID .2 OF AN ESU

Input for faculty will be primarily during the course sequencing
event. There may be check ins upon completion but realistically,
their work will be done at the event. 

WHAT SEQUENCES DO WE NEED?

Students who come to us graduate with a degree, transfer to CSU
or transfer to UC have a variety of options. In addition to needing a
sequence for a particular outcome, the reality is some CSU’s have
different requirements even amongst themselves. Hence the
number of sequences will vary based on the student’s outcome.

 * Sequences on the program mapper need to be as
general as possible, unless we create a specific one to

SDSU for example

WE ALREADY DID THIS, WHY ARE WE DOING IT AGAIN
AND NOW FOR PAY?
Yes, last year the counselors and faculty leads reviewed the course
sequence templates for their AD-T’s but as we begin the process
of implementing the Program Mapper, we need to make sure
these maps are as accurate as possible as well as complete all of
the other maps (AA/AS and certificates). Our goal is to be able to
input the maps into the program mapper beginning Jan 2022.

COURSE
SEQUENCING
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Counselors provide all of the transfer & graduation

expertise: Faculty share insight into the inner workings

& connections among classes.  
 

Now that we signed the contract for Program Mapper, 

Miramar College needs all faculty to complete ALL of 

the course sequence maps 


